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In this note we study a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for a family of 
ordinary differential equations and a related class of partial differential 
equations. The question studied in the ordinary differential equation case is 
the boundary value problem 
Lu z 4 pu’)’ + qu = A(&) - f(X, u)) u, O<X<l 
(1) 
u(0) = 0 = U(1). 
The same boundary value problem is considered on subintervals [01, /3] of 
[0, l] and will then be referred to as (l)ol,s . 
Under assumptions given in Section 1, it readily follows that u = 0 is the 
only solution of ( l)a,o for h < &(a, /?). Here hr(ol, /3) is the smallest eigenvalue 
of 
Lv = pav 01-C x < p 
v(a) = 0 = v(p), 
the linearized equation of (l)a,B linearized about the trivial solution u = 0. 
Next, another qualitative result, Theorem 1, is obtained for (l)=,a: If U+ is 
a positive solution and u any other solution, then u < u+. Similarly, if u- 
negative solution then u- < u. Thus a positive solution is a maximal solution 
and a negative solution is a minimal solution of (lh,a . 
Theorem 1 implies, of course, the uniqueness of positive and negative 
solutions of (l)=,a . Existence of positive (negative) solutions for X,(or, p) < h < 
h,+(cy, /3)(h,-(a, B)) is established next (Theorem 2). The size of h,*(ol, p) 
depends on f, Sufficient conditions are given for h,*(or, !I) to be infinite. 
The existence and uniqueness of positive and negative solutions of (l)a,B 
together with an additional condition involving a priori bounds for solutions 
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of (1) are then used to prove the existence of solutions of (1) having exactly 
K - 1 simple interior zeroes in (0, 1) provided that X > h, , the K-th eigen- 
value of (2) with [01, p-j = [0, l] (Theorem 3). 
Results analogous to Theorems 1 and 2 and using the same methods can 
also be obtained for the related boundary value problem for the family of 
partial differential equations: 
924 = - i (Q(X) 24& + c(x) u = X@(x) -f(x, 24)) 24 
i,j=l in9 (3) 
u=o on a3, 
where now x = (x1 ,..., x,), 9 is smooth bounded domain in R”, 9 is 
uniformly elliptic in 9 and c 3 0. Whether there is any analog of Theorem 3 
for (3) is an interesting open question. 
Theorem 1 is proved with the aid of the (Hopf) maximum principle. The 
proof of Theorem 2 is based on a general result concerning bifurcation 
from simple eigenvalues together with a continuation argument. Theorem 2 
and a geometrical argument using the Brouwer fixed point theorem yield 
Theorem 3. The corresponding results for (3) are proved in a related fashion. 
A weaker version of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are special cases of results 
in [l, 21. However, the proofs there are not as elementary and are not so 
geometrical. 
1. THE O.D.E. CASE 
In this section, our results for (1) will be established. The corresponding 
results for (3) will be carried out in Section 2. 
The functions p, Q, a in (1) are assumed, respectively, to be continuously 
differentiable and >0, continuous and 20, continuous and >0 in [0, 11. 
f is assumed to satisfy 
(fr) f(x, Z) is continuous on [0, l] x R and is continuously differentiable 
with respect to z. 
(fa) f (x, 0) = 0 and zfi(x, z) > 0 if z # 0 for x E [0, 11. 
Conditions (fr) and (fa) imply 
&) f (x, z) > 0 if z # 0, x E [0, 11. 
Let C~[(Y, /3] denote the set ofj times continuously differentiable functions on 
[01, /3] with the usual maximum norm 
II 24 Iii = i II di) II, 
i=O 
II 9 II = ,ELP, I d-41- 
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By a solution of (l),,, we mean u E C2[or, /I] such that u(a) = 0 = u(p). 
As a convenience in notation the sets S,+ of u E C’[O, I] such that u(0) = 
u(1) = 0, u’(0) > 0 and u has exactly k + 1 simple zeroes in [0, 11, where 
k 3 1 is an integer, are introduced. Let S,- = -S,+ and S, = S,+ u S,-. 
Note that S,+ and Sk- are open in E = (u E cl[O, I] 1 u(0) = u(l) = O}. In 
dealing with the subintervals [OI, fi] C [0, 11, the analogous sets Sk,E,p , Sz,,,, , 
etc. will be used. 
If (l)o,e is linearized about the trivial solution u = 0, (2),,s is obtained. 
As is well known [3, Chap. 81, (2),,@ p assesses an increasing sequence of 
positive simple eigenvalues h,(cl, 8). Any corresponding eigenfunction 
vn E &l&E * We make v, unique by requiring 11 v, [Ii = 1 and v, E Sz,,,, . 
Note that if u is a solution of ( l)u,s , then (h, u) is an eigenpair of the linear 
equation 
ew = -(p’)’ + (4 + hf(x, 4) w = ww, x E 6% 8) 
(4 
w(a) = 0 = w(B). 
Therefore, u E Sn,n,B for some integer n > 1. 
LEMMA 1. hb, 8) 2 CM - d2, where c > 0 is independent of a, /3. 
Proof. As is well known [4, Chap. 61, the eigenvalues of (2),,, can be 
characterized variationally. In particular, 
3 minp min S:l IP’ I 2dx 
zp[o.ll”eEa.E JE$dx ’ 
Ml 
The extremum on the right is the smallest eigenvalue of 
-‘p” = qJ x E (a, B), d4 = 0 = 94% (6) 
Clearly, q(x) = sin(x - a)/(/3 - a), with 0 = m2/(fi - a)” which gives the 
result. 
LEMMA 2. If 0 < X < &(a, 8) und u is Q solution of (l)ol,s, then u E 0. 
Proof. If u satisfies (l)E,e , then u is a solution of (4) with eigenvalue X > pr , 
the smallest eigenvalue of (4). 
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Hence 
x >, min S: (P I 9’ I2 + (4 + J!f(x, ~1) v2) dx 
-%.s J,” acp2 dx 
> min .fD”(M)” + cm21 dx > h ( 




with strict inequality in (7) via (fs), if u + 0. 
Lemma 2 is actually a special case of a more general uniqueness result: 
LEMMA 3. If 0 < X < Arc(cz, 6) and u is a solution of (l)=,s , then u 4 Sk,a,B . 
The proof again involves a comparison argument. See Corollary 2.6 and 
Lemma 2.7 of [2] for details. 
THEOREM 1. If uf E S<a,a and u are solutions of (l)E,s , then u < uf in 
[CX, ,8]; ifu- E S;;,,s and u are solutions of (I)dl,B , then u 3 u- in [CY, p]. 
Proof. Since their proofs are the same, only the first proof will be carried 
out. If u 4 u+, U(T) > u+(v) for some 7 E (CX, 8). Since (l)o,B is a second order 
equation and u+(a) = 0 = u+(p), (u+)‘(a) # 0 # (u+)‘(p), for otherwise 
U+ = 0. Therefore, there exists t E (0, 1) such that tu(x) < u+(x) for x E [CL, /3] 
and either 
10 tug) = u+(f) for some f E (ar, /I) 
or 
2O tu’(l) = (u+)‘(e), where .EJ = 01 or /I, 
Suppose first that 10 prevails. Let w = uf - tu. Then w 3 0 in (ar, p) and 
w has a local interior minimum of 0 at x = t. Subtracting t times the u 
equation from the u+ equation yields 
0 3 -P(E)WW = xf(5, u(E))tu(S) - f (E, uf(5))u+(4)1. (8) 
Since tu(t) = u+(f), (f2) implies the right side of (8) is positive. Thus 10 is 
not possible. 
Next suppose that 20 holds and [ = 01. The remaining case is handled 
similarly. As above, 
Lw = h(a - f (x, u+))w + ht(f (x, 24) - f (x, u+))u, x E (% 8). (9) 
For x near (Y, x # OL, u(x) > U+(X) > 0. Since u+(a) = 0 and w > 0 for x 
near OL, x # IX, it follows with the aid of (fs) that Lw > 0 for x E (OL, OL + e) 
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and E > 0 small. By the Hopf maximum principle [5, Chap. 11 the minimum 
of w in [(Y, 01 + e] occurs at 01 and w’(a) > 0. But this last assertion is contrary 
to 20. Thus u+ is a maximal solution and similarly u- a minimal solution. 
Remark. A similar sort of result for a nonlinear eigenvalue problem but 
in a different context and proved by different methods is given in [6]. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Any positive or negative solution of (l),,, is unique. 
Now we turn to the question of the existence of positive and negative 
solutions of (l)o,O . By Lemma 2, a necessary condition for their existence is 
h > &(a, /3). That this is essentially sufficient is the content of the next result. 
Only the existence of positive solutions, Theorem 2+, will be proved. The 
negative case follows by everywhere replacing + by -. The same is true of 
the corollaries to Theorem 2+. 
THEOREM 2+. There exists a maximal &+(a, p) such that for each 
h E (&(a, p), &+(a, /3)), there is a unique solution u+(h) E S& of (l)&,e . In 
addition the mapping h -+ u+(h), (h,(ar, /3), &+(a, j?)) -+ C2[01, /3] is continuous. 
Proof. The proof consists of three main steps: 
(A) Existence of solutions for X near X,(cll, /3); 
(B) A continuation argument; 
(C) Showing the solutions remain in Sc,a,a under continuation. 
(A) It follows from Theorem 3.26 of [2] that there exists a p,, > 0 
such that for all 1 ,o 1 < p,, , (l)o,s has a solution u(p) = pvi + p”w(p) for 
h = X,(ol, /I) + w(p). Here w(p) and v(p) are continuously differentiable 
functions of p, / p 1 < p. , and Jf aw(p)v, dx = 0. Since Sc,+,a , S;,+,a are 
open in E,,, , u(p) E S& if p > 0 and u(p) E &+,a if p < 0, p0 being 
sufficiently small. Note that pg7(p) > 0 if p # 0 as a consequence of Lemma 2. 
Restricting p to 0 < p < p0 , by Corollary 1.1 and the form of h(p), u(p), the 
mapping p + X is one to one. Hence u can be parametrized by h for h > h,(c~, /I) 
and X near &(oL, /3), i.e., u+(X) -= u(p). 
(B) Let F(h, u) = Lu - A(a - f(x, u))u. If 
then F : R x c2[cz, /3] -+ CO[ol, /3]. Let (p, v) be a zero of F with v E Sz,+a. 
If F&, v), the FrCchet differential of F with respect to u, is an isomorphism, 
then it is easily seen that the hypotheses of the implicit function theorem [IO] 
are satisfied here and it follows that there exists an E > 0 and a continuous 
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mapping X -+ u+(h) for ] h - p j < E such that F(h, u+(h)) = 0. To prove that 
F&L, V) is an isomorphism on R x ca[o1, /3], it suffices to show that 0 is not an 
eigenvalue of F,(p, V) (see, e.g., Chap. 7 of [3]): 
F&, 4 w = Lw - ~(44 - f(~, 4 - fu(x, 4 4 w 
w(a) = 0 = w(P). 
(10) 
By (fi), fU(x, V)V > 0 in (01, /I). Therefore, as in Lemma 2, the smallest 
eigenvalue vr of 
-w + P(f(% 4 +fu(G 4 v) 9 = “UP, 
44 = 0 = dB> 
is greater than the smallest eigenvalue c1 of 
(11) 
LB + I/.(x, 9) 6 = cd 
e(a) = 0 = q/3>. 
(12) 
Since a, = p < or , 0 is not in the spectrum of Fu(p, v). 
(C) Part (A) gives us solutions u+(h) E SL-,a for h close to hr(or, /3). 
This together with the continuity of the map h + u+(h) established in (B) 
shows that if the continuation of the solution U+(X) does not lie in S{a,s for 
all h to which we can continue, there is a smallest x > X,(cll, /?) such that 
u+(x) E as:,,, (the boundary of S:,,+J. Th en U+(A) has a double zero and from 
(1)u.s 3 u+(h) E 0. By part (B) again, 11 u+(X)& --f 0 as h 7 A. Letting G be the 
Green’s function of L on (a, /3), (])=,a can be written: 
W = h j-” G(x, Y)MY) - f(y> U(Y))) NY) 4 = W4 (13) LI 
where T(u) is a compact continuous mapping on Cl[cu, /3]. Dividing (13) with 
u = u+(A) by 11 u+(h)& , letting h + A, an using the compactness of T and d 
(fd yields 
44 = 1 s” G&s Y) 4~) W(Y) 4, 
Lx 
(14) 
where w = lim,? x(u+(h)/jl u+(h)l/,), convergence being in Cl[ol, p]. Thus 
W E %,,,,s . Since /I w //r = 1, w > 0, and w is an eigenfunction of (2)01,8  
w = or . But x > h,(ar, 8) so this is not possible. Hence u+(h) remains in 
St,a,s for all h for which the mapping is defined. Letting h,+(ol, /3) denote the 
right end point of the largest interval to which the mapping can be continued 
and noting that the uniqueness assertion is a consequence of Corollary 1.1, 
the proof of Theorem 2+ is complete. 
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COROLLARY 2.1+. If&+, B> < ~4 lim+++(..s) II u+(4111 = a. 
Proof. If not, there is a constant k > 0 and a sequence y, ,P &+(a, /3) 
such that 1) u+(&lJ, < k. Consequently, using these bounds in conjunction 
with (13) and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we see a subsequence of a+(,~,$ 
converges to u E Sta,s , where Xr+(ol, /I) and zl satisfy (13). As in part (C) of 
Theorem 2+, u E S& . But then by part (B) of the same theorem, the mapping 
X - u+(h) can be continued beyond &+(a, /3) contradicting its maximality. 
Next, it will be shown that (for fixed h) u+(h) depends continuously on a 
and B. To indicate its dependence on a, p, we write u+(h, ~1, /3). 
COROLLARY 2.2+. If h E (h&Y, j?), A,+@, /3)) and E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 
such that ( 12 - CL (, ( fl - /3 I < 6, a, /7 s [O, l] implies A 6 &(a, fl), A,+(& 8)) 
and j/ u+(X, CY, /3) - u+(h, L?, &l/r < E. (Here the norm is taken with respect to 
h PI n kc b?., 
Proof. The variational characterization of X,(O~, /3) readily implies its 
continuity with respect to 01, kI (see [4, Chap. 61). Therefore, if [5, fl] is near 
[a, ,f3], h > X1($ p). If h < X,+(B, ,f?) is not satisfied for all [E, p] near [a~, /3], 
there exist sequences a12 --t a, fin ---f ,B such that &+(a,, , &I) < X. Let 
k = s~p~,(~,a)~~~~ 11 u+(P, 01, /3)&. By Theorem 2+, k is finite. Since 
,&+(a,, Ig,J < A, by Theorem 2f and Corollary 2. I+, there exists pn E (hl(an , /?J 
X,+(a, , &J) such that 11 u+(P~ , a, , #ln)& = k + 1. For [01, , /3,] sufficiently 
close to [a, /3], these bounds and the basic existence theorem for ordinary 
differential equations imply we can extend (if necessary) u+(P~ , LX, , /3,J to 
[01, /3] as a solution of (l)dl,B (without boundary conditions) uniformly in n. 
The extension will be denoted by u,+(P~ , LY, 8). It can further be assumed 
that 11 u,+(P, , 01, /3)1lr < k + 2. Now essentially as in Corollary 2.1+ a 
subsequence of (Pi , u,+o1, , 01, /3)) converges in R x C’[(Y, /3] to (p, U) where 
p E [hr(o1, /I), X], u E S& , 11 u I/r = k + 1, and p, II satisfy (13). Therefore, 
by the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2+, u = u+(P, CL, /I). But then we 
have a contradiction, since (I u+(p, a, @l/r < k. Thus X < X,+(5, F) for [a, p] 
near [a, /3]. 
Note that the above argument implies uniform bounds with respect to 
% B for II u+(A 2, jQllI , if i% PI is near [a, /I, and also for the CI norms of 
these functions if they are extended to [a, ,3] as solutions of (l)a,s (without 
boundary conditions). If there does not exist a 8 as in the statement of the 
corollary, there are sequences LY, -r OL, & + ,8 such that 11 &(A, IX,, , &J - 
u+(h, LY, p))ilr >, E, where u+(h, a12 , j3,) has been extended to [a, p]. However 
the uniform bounds on ]j ~+(h, OL, , /3Jl!r and an argument as in the above 
paragraph imply u+(X, cy, , /3,) j u+(h, OL, ,9) in Cr[a, 191, a contradiction. 
Thus the corollary is proved. 
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An obvious necessary and sufficient condition for &+(a, j3) to be infinite 
is the existence of a function M+(h, LY, /3) continuous in h for 0 < h < 00 
and such that 11 u+(h, a, p)llr < M+(h, 01, /I). Let M(A, (Y, p) = max(M+(h, 01, /I), 
il4- (X, OL, /I)). Once the existence of M has been established, by Theorem 1, A4 
bounds all solutions of (l)LY,B . 
COROLLARY 2.3. A sujicient condition for the existence of M(X, LY, /3) 
independent qf a, ,6 is: There is u x0 > 0 such that for all / z 1 > z, , 
.fh 4 > 44 ifx E P, 11. 
Proof. See Theorem 5.1 of [2]. 
The existence of solutions with nodes can now be established. Let 
h, = A,(O, 1). We will assume: 
(M) There exists a continuous function M(X) such that 
II 44 01, kU11 < MN for all [01, p] C [0, l] and v E { + , -}. 
Condition (M) is satisfied in particular under the hypotheses of 
Corollary 2.3. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (M) is satisfied. Then for each h > h, , k > 1, there 
is a solution of (1) in S,+ and in S,-. 
Proof. We will only prove the S,+ case. The proof of the S,- case is the 
same. 
Let A = {[ = (tl ,..., &-,) / 0 < 6, < ... < fkvl < l}. A is a closed convex 
subset of Rk-l. For 5 E A, [,, = 0, & = 1, and 1 < j < k, let z+(x, fi-, , &) = 
~“(4 L , tj) if h > ML , &> or 0 otherwise where v = + if j is 
odd and v = - ifj is even. Thus depending on the parity ofj, z+(x, lj3-r , &) 
is the positive or negative solution of (l)(,-,,(, if it exists and r0 otherwise. 
Next, we define a mapping 8 : A -+Rk--l.Forl <j<k-1,let 
The parameter 77 > 0 is chosen so small that I [i - &+r 1 < 27 implies 
ui+r(x, & , tr+r) = 0. The existence of 17 follows from Lemma 1. Note 
that 1 S,(f) - fi I < 7. By part (A) of Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.2, S(r) is 
continuous. If 8 : A -+ A, then by the Brouwer fixed point theorem, it 
possesses afixed point, 5. It is clear that the corresponding function u defined 
by u = u&, k1 , &> in [i?-, , &I . 1s t h en a solution of (1). Due to the way 
in which 6 is defined, it follows from (1) that either u = 0 or u E S,+. To 
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show that the former possibility cannot occur, let c1 ,..., ekbl denote the 
nodes of vk , the eigenfunction of (2) corresponding to h, . If <, 3 f1 , then 
h > A, = WA 51) 2 uo, Cl) so u > 0 in (0, 5,). If [,-, < Ekml , then 
h > A, = hl(5,-1, 1) 3 hl(&+-l, 1) and u # 0 in (&-, , 1). If both & < t, 
and <,-, > [k--l , then (for k > 2) the remaining R - 3 &‘s lie in the k - 2 
intervals [L, &I,..-, [L , Ll- Th ere ore, f at least one interval (also for 
k = 2), say, [L$-~, &], contains no tj . A comparison argument as above then 
shows u + 0 in [ejdl , tj]. 
Thus it remains only to prove 6 : A -+ A. To do this we must show: 
‘,i’,“f2 tT,2(ii) L(5) < 1, (iii) 65 < ifi+1 implies h(E) d %+1(t), 
\ \ 
(i) If t1 3 7, S,(S) > 0; if t1 < 7, q(x, 0, 5J = 0 and 
&@4E, , 5, , 6,) < 0 so by (151, S,(t) 2 51. 
(ii) The proof is essentially the same as (i) and will be omitted. 
(iii) If &+l - ti 3 271, 6,+1 - Si > 0; [i+l - Ed < 27, then Ui+l = 0, 
and 
(-l)i--l$ (e‘i , L1 , iti) < 0, (&,l , &,l 9 4,+2) a 0. 
Therefore, from (15), S,(t) < ti < ei,, < 8,+l([) and the proof is complete. 
Remark. We have restricted ourselves to the case of zero boundary 
conditions for (1). It is not difficult to extend all of the results to more general 
boundary conditions, e.g., U(O) + c,&(O) = 0, U(I) + c,u’(~) = 0, co < 0, 
Cl > 0. 
3. THE P.D.E. CASE 
In this section we will generalize some of the results of Section 2 to the 
boundary value problem 
=Yzd f - i (air(x) u,Jsj + c(x) 21 = A(a(x) -f(x, 24)) 24 
i,j=l ing (3) 
u=o on Z9. 
B is assumed to be a smooth bounded domain in Rn and x = (x1 ,..., x,). 
9’ is assumed to be uniformly elliptic, i.e., for some constant m > 0 
c& aij(x)titj >, ml t 1% for all .$ E R”, x E 9. The coefficients aii(x) are 
assumed to be continuously differentiable in g with derivatives Hiilder 
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continuous of exponent OL, 0 < 01 < 1, i.e., aij E Cl+“@). Likewise 
c, a E P(9) with c > 0, a > 0 in g. Lastly it is assumed that f satisfies 
(fJ, ( fi) with [0, l] replaced by g and f is H”ld o er continuous with exponent 01 
with respect to x. 
There are no obvious analogs of the sets S, here except for K = 1. Let 
Y;+ = {u E Cl(g) 1 u = 0, au/& > 0 89, and u > 0 in 9}. Here v denotes 
the inward pointing normal on 39. Let Y;- = -Y1+ and Y; = ,yI+ u Yl-. 
These sets are open in d = {u E Cl(a) 1 u = 0 on ZB}. 
Under our above assumptions, 9 possesses a Green’s function Q in 9 [7]. 
The maximum principle implies 9 > 0 in 9. Then by, e.g., the Krein- 
Rutman theorem [S], the smallest eigenvalue h, of 
9u=Aau inc.3 
u=o on a9 (16) 
is simple and the corresponding eigenfunction v1 # 0 in 9. Choosing 
v, > 0, it follows from (16) that Zv, > 0 in 9. Then by the strong maximum 
principle, av,/& > 0 on 8%’ so v1 E Y1+. We make v1 unique by requiring 
11 v1 II1 = 1 (where 11 . II1 is used with the obvious meaning). It also follows, e.g., 
from the Krein-Rutman theorem, that v1 is the unique (normalized) non- 
negative eigenfunction of ( 16). 
In much of what follows, the arguments required are similar to those of 
Section 2 so we will be sketchy here. 
LEMMA 4. If h < h, and u is a solution of (3), then u = 0. 
Proof. The proof is the natural generalization of that of Lemma 2 and 
will be omitted. 
THEOREM 4. If u+ E YI+ and u are solutions of (3), then u < uf; if u- E Y;- 
and u are solutions of (3), then u- < u. 
Proof. Since f (x, u+(x)) = 0 on a9, Zu+ > 0 in a neighborhood of a9. 
Therefore, since uf > 0 on ag, au+/& > 0 on a9 by the strong maximum 
principle. Arguing indirectly as in Theorem 1, there exists t E (0, 1) such that 
tu(x) < U+(X) for all x E g and either 10 tu(f) = u+(t) for some E E 9 or 
20 t(au([)/av) = au+(()/av for some 5 E B. NOW the proof proceeds 
essentially as in Theorem 1 and will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Any positive or negative solution of (3) is unique. 
The generalization of Theorem 2 and some of its corollaries can now be 
given. Again we restrict ourselves to positive solutions. 
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THEOREM 5. There exists a maximal A,+ such that for each X E (A, , A,+), 
(3) possesses a unique solution u+(h). Moreover, the mapping h + u+(h), 
(A, , A,+) + C2+*(9) is continuous. 
Proof. As a technical convenience we write (3) as an integral equation on 
cqq: 
u = x s, 9(% Y) MY) - f (r, W)) 439 4 (17) 
Again the proof is divided into three parts as in Theorem 2. 
(A) A local bifurcation result as was used in Theorem 2 is needed. 
Theorem 3.26 of [2] cannot be applied directly since it deals with ordinary 
differential equations. However, using the fact that h, is a simple eigenvalue 
of (16), and the Schauder theory for linear elliptic equations, the proof of 
Theorem 3.26 goes over with little change to our case. It establishes the 
existence of a one parameter family of solutions, U(p) = pzl + p2w(p), of (3) 
in C2+*@) with corresponding h(p) = h, + m(p) for 1 p ( < p,, . The 
functions v and w are as in Theorem 2. Likewise, u(p) E Y;+ if p > 0 and pO 
is sufficiently small. With the aid of Corollary 4.1 we can define U+(X) = u(p). 
(B) Let 9(X, U) = u - h sa s(a - f)~ a’~ and c2+rr(9) = 
{u E P+“(9) 1 u = 0 on 89}. Then, S : R x CM(~) -+ C=(9) satisfies the 
requirements of the implicit function theorem. The proof that F%(p, V) is an 
isomorphism if v E Y;+ satisfies (3) with A = p is essentially the same as that 
of Theorem 2. Thus continuation of positive solutions is possible. 
(C) As in Theorem 2 we have a continuous compact mapping on 
cl+a(.9) given by 
Then duplicating the argument of Theorem 2, the continuation must remain 
in Y;+. The existence of X1+ follows as before and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If hi+ < co, lim,Y,l+ 11 ~+(h)l], = co. 
Proof. The proof proceeds as in Corollary 2.1 to find a solution u E y;’ of 
u = x,+9-(u) (19) 
and, therefore, of (3). If u E aYr+, either u has a zero in d or au/av = 0 
on 8.9. But a maximum principle argument as in Theorem 4 shows this is 
impossible. The proof then concludes as in Corollary 2.1. 
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Remark. 11 *\I1 could be replaced by 11 . 11. , the usual Holder norm in 
qq. 
As was the case for (l), a necessary and sufficient condition for h,+ to be 
infinite is the existence of a function M+(h) continuous for 0 < A < co 
and such that Ij u+(h)\/, < M+(h). Let M(h) = max(M+(X), M-(h)). 
COROLLARY 5.2. A su#icient condition for the existence of M(X) is the 
condition of Corollary 2.3. 
Proof. Let u be a solution of (3). First a bound on II u // (independent of h) 
is established. Suppose u has a positive maximum at [ E 9. (A similar 
argument is employed if u has a negative minimum.) By rotating our 
coordinate system, using the uniform elliptic of OEP, we can assume aij([) = 0 
if i # j and aii(e) > m. Then from (3) 
0 G W5) - f (5,4))~(5). (20) 
Thus, by our hypothesis, ]I u II = u(l) < zs . From (3) and the Schauder 
estimates [9], 
II 24 l12+o d WI au IloL + Ilf (x9 uh II,) (21) 
(where the constant k depends on jl atj /Ia, 11 c /Ia, OL, m, and 9). Since II u /I < x,, , 
(20) leads to 
II I.4 lL+a G &II 24 Ilrr 7 (22) 
where kl depends on k, II a IIa, zo, and ~up~.~,,~~~~, If&, z)l. Since I/ u IL d 
k.Jl u l/r , the interpolation inequality [9] 
II u 111 < k, II 1~ I?” II u ll;‘2 (23) 
and (21) give 
II 24 &?+a G 4 II u ll1’2 II24 IIE d 4 !f II 24 II+ l II u llz+.) (24) 
for any E > 0. Choosing E = (2xK,)-1, we find 
II f.4 lh+. G w* (25) 
Choosing M(X) = k,(h) completes the proof. 
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